PRESS INFORMATION
The new perfect couple in the entertainment sector: Aiptek ProjectorPad P70
combines a Mini Beamer and an Android-Tablet
In its aluminum housing, the ProjectorPad P70 includes a fully-functional
Android-Tablet with a 7 inch (17.8 cm) display as well as a DLP Pico projector
with 50 lumen of brightness. There is no longer a need for detours to
extensively present content from tablets. At the touch of a button, the display is
completely mirrored. For this purpose, the tablet offers, „Home“ and „Back“
sensor fields. Besides which, it has a button, which either sends the complete
contents from the screen to the projector, shows it on both devices or turns the
beamer off, if desired.
Despite its compact dimensions, the ProjectorPad projects pictures with up to
300 cm (120 inches) diagonal and a resolution of 854 x 480 pixels. To cast a
presentation to a wall or screen during a meeting or to view holiday photos and
movies in a relaxed atmosphere, the Aiptek hybrid is the optimal solution. Cable
tangle or carrying around various devices, are now a thing of the past.
Via Wi-Fi (802.11 b/g/n) the P70 can access the Internet – as an alternative, the
content can be transferred via Bluetooth 4.0, from a microSD card or the
internal 16 GB flash memory. Both on the rear and front side, the Pad has a 5
and 2 megapixel camera, respectively. The quad-core processor operating at
2.16 GHz clock rate as well as 1 GB RAM, ensure a stable and smooth running
system. The display is equipped with IPS technology and has a resolution of
1280 x 600 pixels. In addition to a micro USB port, a 3.5 mm jack, a microphone,
GPS and an acceleration sensor are installed. Furthermore, built-in stereo
speakers can be found at the sides of the compact device.
At the edge of the aluminum housing, next to the mentioned ports and
speakers, a controller for focusing as well as a rocker switch to control the
volume, are integrated. At the front, a brushed surface around the display
rounds off the haptics of the beamer tablet. The measurements of the black
Aiptek ProjectorPad P70 are 219 x 119 x 10 mm. It weighs 420 g. The
recommended retail price is 369.00 Euro.

